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From Eric Carle, the brand new York Moments bestselling creator of beloved books
including Through Carle’ Throughout this interactive board reserve, the pets of From Check out
Toe invite young visitors to copy their antics as they play. And so is it possible to! Giraffes can
bend their necks, monkeys can wave their hands, and donkeys can kick their hip and legs.The
Very Hungry Caterpillar and The Grouchy Ladybug, comes From Head to Toe, a colorful and
energetic board book that will have young readers clapping their hands, stomping their foot, and
wiggling their toes!s vibrant collages and basic instructions, children can learn the need for
listening, exercising, and dealing with a new challenge. Join the giraffes, monkeys, donkeys,
seals, and even more for a frolicking, fun experience!
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Great for our watch and copy actions toddler! In all honesty, I'm not a huge Eric Carle fan.A few of
the children love the colorful illustrations and wonderful artwork. However, that one really stands
out. Excellent quality - sturdy, excellent page thickness.." and "I can do it" which includes been
ideal for question asking, sociable communication in groupings, and expanding M. Contact your
mind, bend your neck, touch your toes, etc. Love, love, love! Ideal for young babies and also
toddlers I bought it for my 5mo child and he loves it. It's an excellent size board publication and
perfect for his small hands. I love that one so much, because my 17 month old loves it. The Kids
Love It There is not much to say concerning this book except that it is short and silly. Smaller
Version than Expected Ordered these for my wife's pre-K class. I love the books, however they
aren't our go to's. Other children benefit from the silly storyline and there are the children who
like acting it out. Didn't recognize that the books would be so little.Every child I read this book to
enjoys it for different reasons.Overall an excellent reserve that attracts many different kids. In
the event that you were expecting a normal sized book, then consider the headline closely before
purchasing.. It's ideal for him, since it encourages interaction. great quality out of this publisher
Mainly because usual, great quality out of this publisher. Many of my kids do not get the actions
initially, but they nonetheless appreciate reading an interactive publication.Eric Carle comes with
an amazing way with illustrations but We thought the tale was different (I thought it had been
teaching kids what each body part, but that is more on the subject of what they can do -- if that
makes sense). The images are simple and colorful, and ones kids will love. Perfect learning
device as we're teaching him what all of the body parts are. Nice publication but arrived damaged
I love this content of the book, BUT the back cover was peeling off when it arrived. This book has
shades, big and simple illustrations and several pages (There is lots of kids books have few web
pages that may be finished within one minute). I'm sure he will enjoy it a lot more as he matures.
Fun Book that Gets Little Ones Moving From Check out Toe is a fun-filled interactive publication
that encourages children to stomp, bend and move like familiar animal friends. It's a lovely book
but not sure I'd buy it again (but that's on me for being unsure of the story). Expanding Mean
Amount of Utterance I bought this reserve for my speech-language therapy practice and We am
happy by how applicable it really is to my college students' goals. Bummed. Recommended for
children ages 2-6."This is a great book for teaching children to follow instructions, move their
bodies, and develop confidence. - Sherry Ellis, author of Don't Feed the Elephant! Bright and
Sturdy Great board book for this Grandma to read with the little ones. Parents survey this book is
a bedtime preferred three weeks later. Evidently the three year previous has it memorized and
"assists" the infant perform the motions. Parents substitute toys therefore baby isn't too
abused.I have used this reserve in library story occasions, and the kids have loved it. The book
contains repeating phrases "Is it possible to do it? He adores animals and all the pages have
different things animals do, that you should copy.L.! My child beats up his plank books but these
same to last. Of training course he doesn't understand the content yet, but he loves the
illustration. The effect will be a lot of giggles, wiggles, and a resounding, "I could do it! He enjoys
for us to learn the captions, look at the simple pictures, and then duplicate what's being done.
Great intro to areas of the body with animals- sounds produced giggles! read the headline That is
a board book. In case you are buying for a toddler, then perfect. Well, my wife can be assured
that nobody else will have a similar books that she has in her classroom. Great book Great book
Great story A fun interactive story for toddlers and up! Great buy! My child and I love this book!
Please have this reserve !U. Recommend recommend Book Cute book for youthful preschoolers.
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